Mass spectrometry in the biology of RNA and its modifications.
Many powerful analytical techniques for investigation of nucleic acids exist in the average modern molecular biology lab. The current review will focus on questions in RNA biology that have been answered by the use of mass spectrometry, which means that new biological information is the purpose and outcome of most of the studies we refer to. The review begins with a brief account of the subject "MS in the biology of RNA" and an overview of the prevalent RNA modifications identified to date. Fundamental considerations about mass spectrometric analysis of RNA are presented with the aim of detailing the analytical possibilities and challenges relating to the unique chemical nature of nucleic acids. The main biological topics covered are RNA modifications and the enzymes that perform the modifications. Modifications of RNA are essential in biology, and it is a field where mass spectrometry clearly adds knowledge of biological importance compared to traditional methods used in nucleic acid research. The biological applications are divided into analyses exclusively performed at the building block (mainly nucleoside) level and investigations involving mass spectrometry at the oligonucleotide level. We conclude the review discussing aspects of RNA identification and quantifications, which are upcoming fields for MS in RNA research. This article is part of a Special Section entitled: Understanding genome regulation and genetic diversity by mass spectrometry.